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Abstract. In this paper, I argue that 1) the ostensible inconsistency between the 
judgments of value on different kinds of lying, like poetry, fabricated story, myth and 
noble lies, is not a veritable one, and 2) Plato does not hold a utilitarian position on the 
question of lying, or making up something false to be more precise, and lies do not turn 
into noble lies once they are told to be in the service of some superior purpose. Plato 
does state in Book II of the Republic that the veritable lie (ἀληθῶς ψεῦδος) is what all 
gods and all man hate (382a), and poets must be punished for deceiving people by 
linking the Supreme Being to its contrary. But Plato also discusses the useful lie, espe-
cially the one lie that is necessary for the unity and stability of the polis: the Noble Lie. 
Neither useful lies nor noble lies can be acceptable just because we can make a use out 
of it, and it does not hold either that the greater the use we can make out of a lie, the 
nobler a lie is. A true lie (ἀληθῶς ψεῦδος) for Plato is the kind of lie leading people to 
believe that the hierarchy of the forms can be reordered in any way, and we can make 
random associations between the forms, like forming the relation between gods and the 
action of war. On the other hand, useful lies and the noble lies are in fact a duplicate 
of the order of the forms. This order, which articulates forms, is what makes thinking 
of truth possible, and we can later find this idea of the order of the forms which allows 
us to think truth and falsity in both the Theaetetus and the Sophist.    
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Introduction 
Lies assume numerous forms in Plato’s dialogues, particularly in the Re-
public. Plato’s discussion on lies in the Republic raises more questions than he 
answers. Since in the Republic Plato makes Socrates explicitly claims that 
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“some lies can be useful”1 (382c6) it seems natural that the majority of the 
interpreters of Plato treat his position on lies as a utilitarian one2, and therefore 
argue that poets are banished from the polis because they are harmful to the 
polis and that the nobility of the noble lie lies in the efficacy of the utility that 
it produces. I will argue against this utilitarian interpretation of lie in the Re-
public later in this paper.  
In Plato’s discussion, two questions arise with the problem of lies: the ques-
tion regarding falsehood and its relation to the truth, and the question that asks 
if something “truly false”3 (ἀληθῶς ψεῦδος) can still be useful. This paper 
tries to answer principally these two questions in order to understand Plato’s 
analysis and position on lies, or his own term, ψεύδω and all its derivation, 
which means “making something false”. From today’s point of view, the rela-
tion between truth and falsehood is generally considered ambivalent and under 
the law of excluded middle. Therefore, all lies are equally false, and the only 
difference between the lies that we can accept in the ideal republic and the ones 
that must be rejected is whether it is useful or harmful, a criterion that does not 
involve the truth/falsehood of the lie. But this inference leads to the following 
incoherent conclusions:  1) lies are hateful unless they are useful; 2) the birth 
of a republic relies on one essential lie, “the noble lie,” that ensures the solidar-
ity between the classes in the republic, and 3) the philosopher king must love 
the truth and hate all kinds of lie.  
So, if all lies are excluded from the truth for Plato, then the treatment of lies 
in the Republic compromises the integrity of the dialogue. In order to avoid 
this consequence, we need to examine the possibility that for Plato something 
can be both true and false, and this examination requires reconsideration of 
the definition of truth, falsehood and the relation between them. Instead of 
claiming that there exist two senses of falsehood for Plato like Létitia Mouze4, 
                                                 
1 The original phrase demands the circumstance in which a lie can be useful: πότε καὶ τῷχρήσιμον, 
ὥστε μὴ ἄξιον εἶναι μίσους; (382c6). 
2 Commentators like Mouze argue that the question of lies in the Republic, particularly in the book 
II and III are about utility and not about truth, as she says: «Les critères en function desquels les textes 
sont sélectionnés sont instructifs. Apparemment, et pour un certain nombre de commentateurs, le critère 
est celui de la vérité, de la conformité du discours à son objet, à ce qui est. Pourtant, à y regarder de plus 
près, il ne s’agit nullement ici de vérité» (MOUZE 2005, p. 24). 
3 The veritable lie or a true lie (ἀληθῶς ψεῦδος) is described by Socrates in the book II as something 
“hated by human being and also by gods” (Republic 382c3, my translation). 
4 Mouze claims that there are two senses of falsehood revealed in the Book II and III of the Republic. 
The first sense of falsehood consists of the kind of discourse that is impossible to verify its truthfulness, 
like the discourse about imaginary things, gods, past that we cannot trace etc. When it is impossible to 
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I propose a hypothesis that there are not two different senses of falsehood and 
thus require two criteria of falsehood; instead, I argue that there are different 
degrees of falsehood in accordance with their relations to truth and how Plato 
distinguishes two in the Republic. 
 My thesis of this article is that for Plato, it is not the utility or the harm but 
their degrees of falsehood that serve as the criterion of separating good lies from 
bad ones. In order to demonstrate how this “degrees of falsehood” thesis is 
developed in the Republic, I will first analyze the discussion on lies in Book II 
and Book III. Second, to extend the question of imitation raised in Book III, I 
refer to the Sophist to answer this question: what makes a false discourse a lie? 
Finally, I will explain how the distinction between the “lie in words” 
(τὸ ἐν τοῖς λόγοις ψεῦδος) and “lie in the soul” (τὸ ψεῦδος ἐν τῇ ψυχῇ) cor-
responds to the distinction between degrees of falsehood.  
 
Plato’s Analysis of lie in Book II and Book III of the Republic 
Considering the ambiguous translation of the word ψεῦδος and all its deri-
vation in verb, adjective and noun form, it needs to be clarified that this paper 
focuses on the discussion around the passages where Plato employs the term 
with the radical ψεῦδ-, no matter if it is translated by “lie”, “fiction”5, “false 
speech or discourse” or “false story”. Since in the Republic that the person 
who uses the false discourse is aware of its falsity, or at least aware of its state 
of not-being-absolutely-real, I use the term “lie” to cover all usages of ψεῦδος 
in the Republic in a uniform way for now and propose a classification later in 
the article.  
                                                 
verify the truth/falsehood of the discourse, that is, if the discourse corresponds to the reality, in this case, 
the criterion of truth/falsehood is its utility. On the other hand, when the truth/falsehood of the dis-
course is verifiable, the criterion of truth is the existence of a certain fact, which corresponds to its de-
scription. This distinction between two senses of falsehood presuppose that the reality to which the dis-
course refers to is understood by the sensible reality through which we can verify by empirical facts. I 
disagree with Mouze’s point of view. If Plato does support two criteria of truth/falsehood, then, the 
discourses of sophists can be truth since it could be truth-unverifiable but useful. Even if we want to 
define the truth by a very specific kind of utility, for example, the common good, we need to be capable 
of determine the exact utility the discourse can bring and justify it. The discourse which determine and 
justify the utility must be whether a discourse that corresponds to a verifiable fact or another utility. The 
former case leads this argument into a circle and the later into infinite regress. 
5 Emlyn-Jones, Preddy translate the passage of storytelling in 377a as: «And there are two kinds of 
story: true ones and fictional?» to emphasize the «moral value of fictions rather than their literal truth-
value: as S. says about the muthoi (fables) in 377a4-5» (EMLYN-JONES, PREDDY 2013, p. 192). 
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At the end of Book II of the Republic, Socrates starts to examine the first 
phase of guardian training, which is the education for the children who are to 
be the future guardians. The guardians of the polis ought to be trained both 
physically, which aims at the body, and intellectually, which targets the soul. 
The formation of the guardians’ soul, according to Socrates, can start with 
storytelling; false storytelling, to be exact, as he states: 
 
«And there are two kinds of discourses; true ones and false ones?» 
«Yes» 
«We must educate them in both kinds, but false discourse first. Mustn’t We?»6 (376e11) 
 
The idea of storytelling as a part of guardian training is to forge and to leave 
certain marks on the soul of these children in order to make them believe in 
certain things and develop correct opinions without understanding why. The 
effect that a story evokes in the soul is crucial to the training program, and it is 
precisely this effect that determines which kind of false story should be told to 
the future guardian. Lies here are meant to achieve an educational end, as 
what Page defines as “paedeutic lie”7. Nevertheless, it doesn’t mean that the 
effect produced by storytelling has absolutely nothing to do with its 
truth/falsehood. Socrates provides several examples of different kinds of lies 
that do not satisfy the criterion of the paedeutic lie, and hence are just lies. In 
the following passage, I try to demonstrate that the reason why some lies are 
more hateful than others consists of the severity of its falsehood.   
Mouze distinguishes three kinds of discourses in the passage 377e1-392d3: 
the discourse on gods, the discourse on heroes and Hades and the discourse on 
men. This distinction serves to demonstrate that there are two senses of false-
hood. According to Mouze, the first sense of falsehood corresponds to the false-
hood in the discourse on gods and on heroes, because the truth/falsehood of 
this kind of discourse is determined by its potential utility since its truth/false-
hood cannot be verified. The second sense of falsehood corresponds to the dis-
course of the third kind, the discourse on men, because its falsehood, for 
Mouze, is determined by whether the discourse corresponds to the reality or 
not, since the truth/falsehood of its content can be verified8. Here, I modify 
the distinction proposed by Mouze, and analyze this passage by classifying the 
                                                 
6 My translation of the follow passage: Λόγων δὲ διττὸν εἶδος, τὸ μὲν ἀληθές, ψεῦδος δ’ ἕτερον; 
- Ναί. Παιδευτέον δ’ ἐν ἀμφοτέροις, πρότερον δ’ ἐν τοῖς ψευδέσιν; 
7 PAGE 1991, p. 15; DOMBROWSKI 2004, p. 95. 
8 MOUZE 2005, pp. 24-32. 
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examples into three kinds of lies: lies about gods, lies about the past, and lies 
about men. I change the second kind of discourse into lies about the past, in-
stead of those of heroes and Hades, in order to distinguish the discourses by 
type and not by subject: lies about gods, lies about the past and the lies about 
men.  
What needs to be clarified here is that the “lies about heroes” are discourses 
which concern the past. From most people’s point of view, the past must refer 
to reality in the past that is recorded in the written history, so there should be 
some sort of objective truth of the past which serves to be the reference of 
truth/falsehood. Nonetheless, I attempt to show that the “discourse about the 
past” concerns all description of the changing world, and since history in that 
time is passed on by stories and mythologies around the real historical figures, 
or the “heroes,” it is not pertinent to suppose that there should be a kind of 
discourse whose truth/falsehood is determined by it historical truth. That is 
the reason why in my classification of the three kinds of lies, the stories around 
Hades are categorized in the “discourse about the past.” In this way, my dis-
tinction of three kinds of lies correspond conceptually to Supreme Being (per-
fect), changing world (imperfect and no direct access to its reality), and affair 
of contemporary men (mutable and relatively has access for its reality) as ob-
ject of lie. 
 
a) Lies about gods 
Socrates gives three examples of the lies about gods which should never be 
told to children. For Socrates, stories about the “war between gods”9 and any 
“hostile act”10 from gods should not be told, because “good cannot be the 
cause of bad”: 
 
A god is, of course, good in reality and must be spoken as such? […] 
Good is not responsible for everything, only for those things which are good, not those which 
are bad?  
                                                 
9 This discussion can be found in 378b8-378c1: Οὐδέ γε, ἦν δ’ ἐγώ, τὸ παράπαν ὡς θεοὶ θεοῖς 
πολεμοῦσί τε καὶ ἐπιβουλεύουσι καὶ μάχονται («Nor are any of those stories at all suitable that tell of 
the gods making war, plotting against and fighting other gods». Translation of EMLYN-JONES, PREDDY 
2013).  
10  This refers to the following passage: θεὸς μὲν αἰτίαν φύει βροτοῖς ὅταν κακῶσαι δῶμα 
παμπήδην θέλῃ («For mortals god implants guilt. Whenever he wishes to ruin a house utterly», 380a2-
3, translation of EMLYN-JONES, PREDDY 2013). 
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Then since he is good[…]no one else is to be held responsible for the good things, but for the 
bad things we must look for any other cause but the god11. (379b1-379c8)  
 
This is a simple logical argument, the inference of which is very hard to 
contradict, and it corresponds perfectly to a standard syllogism: 
 
God is good,  
good is the cause of good things and not of bad things,  
Therefore, god cannot be the cause of bad things.  
 
The third example of the lies about gods concerns the kind of storytelling 
that god metamorphoses so as to make us believe or deceive us that he is some-
thing else12. These lies must be avoided because: 
 
Everything that is in a good state, naturally, artificially or both, undergoes the least change 
by an external force.  
There again god and everything that pertains to god is in excellent condition in every way.  
Then it is impossible even for a god to want to change himself. But every one of them, it 
seems, being the best and finest possible, always remains simply in their own shape13. (381b1-c9) 
 
Socrates doesn’t just give random reasons to justify the fact that the story 
about gods can changing forms must be false and must be a true lie. Instead, 
he provides an inference from the relations between intelligible forms, which 
derive a conclusion which refutes this kind of story.  
The inference here works as follows: 
 
All changes are for the better,  
God is by definition the perfect being,  
Therefore, gods cannot change into other forms (since he is already the best). 
 
A utilitarian argument would claim that this kind of discourse needs to be 
banned because, if gods can be the cause of bad things, there is no reason to be 
                                                 
11 The original text: Οὐκοῦν ἀγαθὸς ὅ γε θεὸς τῷ ὄντι τε καὶ λεκτέον οὕτω; […] Οὐκ ἄρα 
πάντων γε αἴτιον τὸ ἀγαθόν, ἀλλὰ τῶν μὲν εὖ ἐχόντων αἴτιον, τῶν δὲ κακῶν ἀναίτον. Οὐδ’ 
ἄρα, ἦν δ’ ἐγώ, ὁ θεός, ἐπειδὴ ἀγαθός, […] καὶ τῶν μὲν ἀγαθῶν οὐδένα ἄλλον αἰτιατέον, τῶν δὲ 
κακῶν ἄλλ’ ἄττα δεῖ ζητεῖν τὰ αἴτια, ἀλλ’ οὐ τὸν θεόν (379b1-379c8). 
12 Here refers to the following passage: «Do you think god is a wizard and the sort who treacherously 
makes himself visible sometimes in one form, sometimes in another, and then again becoming himself, 
changing his appearance into many forms, then deceiving us and making us believe he has done so?» 
(380d1-5). Translation of EMLYN-JONES, PREDDY 2013. The original text: ἆρα γόητα τὸν θεὸν οἴει 
εἶναι καὶ οἷον ἐξ ἐπιβουλῆς φαντάζεσθαι ἄλλοτε ἐν ἄλλαις ἰδέαις τοτὲ μὲν αὐτὸν γιγνόμενον, [καὶ] 
ἀλλάττοντα τὸ αὑτοῦ εἶδος εἰς πολλὰς μορφάς, τοτὲ δὲ ἡμᾶς ἀπατῶντα καὶ ποιοῦντα περὶ 
αὑτοῦ τοιαῦτα δοκεῖν, ἢ ἁπλοῦν τε εἶναι καὶ πάντων ἥκιστα τῆς ἑαυτοῦ ἰδέας ἐκβαίνειν; 
13 Translation of EMLYN-JONES, PREDDY 2013, pp. 209-211. 
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good and act out of goodness, and this belief jeopardizes the polis14. From an 
ostensibly utilitarian viewpoint, the falsehood of this kind of discourse is deter-
mined by the harm it could do in the republic since, according to Mouze, the 
reality of mythology or stories about gods are not verifiable15 and for Gill, there 
is some truth that is “supposed to be true”16. Nonetheless, all of the three ex-
amples illustrate that the falsehood of these stories about gods, which makes 
them a lie, is not determined by their utility but by a derivation from the fixed 
relations between notions. Perfection and goodness are the essential constituent 
in the notion of god, and the notion of god is determined by the form of good-
ness. If we allow stories informing us that a god can do something considered 
bad or that god can change into lesser forms, then it is equivalent to agreeing 
that good is bad and perfect imperfect, causing contradiction in thought and 
perhaps harm the interest of the republic. That is the reason why Socrates calls 
this kind of lie the “true lies” or what is “truly false” (ἀληθῶς ψεῦδος) instead 
of an “evil lie” which emphasizes more on the effect of the lie: 
 
“But does that mean a god would be willing in word or deed to falsify himself by presenting 
an apparition to us?” 
“I don’t know,” he said. 
“Don’t you know,” I asked, “that all gods and men hate the true lie if one may put it like 
that?”17 (381e8-382a5) 
 
The term ἀληθῶς ψεῦδος appears only twice in the Republic, and since it 
is often translated differently18, it may not be evident to understand that this 
term actually reveals a kind of lie which introduces nothing but ignorance in 
the soul because of the total absence of truth. As Socrates states:  
 
                                                 
14 This is the argument proposed by MOUZE 2005, p. 25. 
15 MOUZE 2005, p. 31. 
16 Gill claims that «it makes sense to distinguish between what is supposed to be true and what is in 
fact true. The distinction drawn in 382a-c presupposes that there are objective truths as regards ‘the most 
important things’…» (GILL 1993, p. 48). The distinction here presupposes the existence of some kind of 
morally objective truth, and for Gill, this is the reason why even all myths are false, certain are bad in the 
sense of being morally false.   
17 Translation of EMLYN-JONES, PREDDY 2013. 
18 For example, in Emlyn-Jones and Preddy’s translation, the two ἀληθῶς ψεῦδος are translated 
individually into “true lie” and “true falsehood”: « that all gods and men hate the true lie if one may put 
it like that? » (382a4-5) and «as I was just saying, what would be most rightly called a true falsehood is 
the ignorance in the soul of the one who has been deceived» (382b8).   
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What would be most rightly called a true lie, as what I was saying, is the ignorance in the 
soul of the one who has been deceived19. (382b7-8) 
 
So, the lies about gods are true lies and are truly false because they introduce 
contradiction by conjoining contradictory ideas, for example, god and bad or 
god and imperfect. The consequence of putting contradictory ideas in chil-
dren’s head is not commensurable with the potential detriments to the collec-
tive interest; the former leads to the confusion in the soul and the latter causes 
damage by bringing the belief into action. Socrates does not define these stories 
as “true lies” by proving their falsity because of the gravity of the harm they 
can cause, but because they lead to contradiction by combining the concepts 
which do not consist with each other20 . The effect of “true lies” on the soul is 
later opposed to another kind of lie which has its effect mainly on words that 
Plato calls “lie in words”. I will return to this contrast between “true lies” or 
“lies in the soul” and “lies in words” in the next section. 
 
b) Lies about the past   
These examples that Socrates draws concern heroes. Socrates claims that 
we should not tell stories about those we call heroes in fear of death because 
the guardians of the republic must have the courage against the death in mind21. 
It seems difficult to defend this thesis against the utilitarian interpretation since 
Socrates proclaims clearly that this kind of stories are lies and should not be 
told because they might render our guardians “feverish and softer than we 
think they should be”22  (387c5). But if we examine Socrates’ claim more 
closely, we can still find an argument resembling that on the lies about gods I 
discuss above. Below is the argument that Socrates gives to justify why we 
                                                 
19 My translation. I translate all usage of ἀληθῶς ψεῦδος as “true lie” in order to demonstrate it as 
a term which denotes the kind of lie which introduces only ignorance and ignorance alone in the soul of 
its auditor. The original text: Ἀλλὰ μὴν ὀρθότατά γ’ ἄν, ὃ νυνδὴ ἔλεγον, τοῦτο ὡς ἀληθῶς ψεῦδος 
καλοῖτο, ἡ ἐν τῇ ψυχῇ ἄγνοια ἡ τοῦ ἐψευσμένου (382b7-8). 
20 In the Sophist, Plato claims that there are kinds which communicate with each other and those 
which do not, and that is how we can determine a kind by what it communicate with (the self) and what 
it does not communicate with (the other).  
21 Socrates explains this in the passage 386a6-387c5. 
22  Translation of EMLYN-JONES, PREDDY 2013, p. 227. The original text: ἡμεῖς δὲ ὑπὲρ τῶν 
φυλάκων φοβούμεθα μὴ ἐκ τῆς τοιαύτης φρίκης θερμότεροι καὶ μαλακώτεροι τοῦ δέοντος 
γένωνται ἡμῖν (387c5).  
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should remove the stories about heroes fearing death or good man pitying 
those who die23: 
 
- We do say that the good man does not consider death fearful for the good man, even if he 
is his comrade-in-arms.  
- Then he would not mourn for that man as if he has suffered something fearful.  
- But we also say this, that such a one is most of all men sufficient to himself for a good life and 
is distinguished from other men in having least need of anybody else.  
- Least of all then to him is it a terrible thing to lose son or brother or his wealth or anything of 
the sort24. (387d4-6)  
 
Those whom we praise in the past as heroes and the good man (ὁ ἐπιεικὴς 
ἀνὴρ) of the society represent the idea of courage defying death and the idea 
of self-sufficiency as opposed to the attachment. “Hero” and “good man” do 
not refer to someone characterized by the supreme good and perfection like 
god, but someone characterized by courage or self-sufficiency. Telling a story 
about heroes or good man mourning for their lost equals telling a true lie, be-
cause the act of mourning for the lost is incompatible with the idea of “courage” 
and “self-sufficiency”. Claiming that heroes fear death or the good man 
mourning for his or her lost are equivalent to affirming “the courage defying 
death fears death” and “self-sufficiency is dependent”. 
 
c) Lies about men 
The last type of lie concerns not heroic figures but mankind in general; in 
other words, it concerns every individual in the polis. The example Socrates 
provides is to tell stories depicting unjust people enjoying happiness while just 
people being deprived of happiness25. 
In appearance, it seems difficult to assert that “justice” and “happiness”, 
share common implications, and that the form of justice implies in some way 
the idea of happiness. According to Mouze26, the implication stands because 
                                                 
23 “We shall also remove the lamentations and pitiful wailing of famous men?” (Καὶ τοὺς ὀδυρμοὺς 
ἄρα ἐξαιρήσομεν καὶ τοὺς οἴκτους τοὺς τῶν ἐλλογίμων ἀνδρῶν;) (387d1-2), translation of EMLYN-
JONES, PREDDY 2013, p. 227). We can see that Socrates does not only want to remove the kind of story 
about heroes’ fear for death, but also the kind that talks about the lamentation for the dead. 
24 Translation of EMLYN-JONES, PREDDY 2013, p. 227. 
25 Here I refer to this passage: “Because I think that we shall say that both poet and prose authors get 
it wrong about mankind in matters of the greatest importance, that many of those who are happy are 
unjust…”, translated by EMLYN-JONES, PREDDY 2013, p. 247. 
26 Mouze claims that the lie about man is the only kind which shares the same criterion of truth/false-
hood that we often use today, which is: the correspondence between proposition and reality observed. 
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Plato employs another criterion of truth/falsehood. It does seem that it is itself 
a lie to consider the statement “just man is happy” a lie; this statement urges 
people to act on justice for the sake of the common interest. Socrates’ following 
statement allows us to rethink the possibility that the problem here always con-
cerns the relations between notions: 
 
These are the kind of stories which must be told about men only when we discover what kind 
of thing justice is and that it is naturally profitable for the person who has it whether in fact, he 
seems to be a just man or not27. (392c) 
 
That “unjust man is happy” is a lie, but saying “just man is happy,” ac-
cording to Socrates, is the kind of stories which must be told only when we can 
answer what justice is. There may neither be a direct logical relevance nor a 
semantical affinity between “justice” and “happiness.” Nevertheless, later in 
the Republic and in other dialogues, Plato demonstrates how the two notions 
merge together in the action and shows that there is a connection between them 
when searching the answer to “what justice is” and “what happiness is”28. This 
connection between justice and happiness demonstrates that the relations be-
tween concepts that I have explained earlier are neither “logical” (so not in the 
form of the proposition) nor “semantical” (not about the literal meaning of 
the terms), but “dialectical” since it is about the articulation of intelligible 
forms. As we can see in this example, the connection between justice and hap-
piness cannot be established before we clarify how these two forms articulate 
in relation to other forms, like goodness, beauty, virtue, knowledge, pleasure 
etc.  
                                                 
According to Mouze, “just man is happy” is the only kind of discourse that we can verify by experience, 
and it is a lie to tell stories like “unjust man being happy” because it does not correspond the reality that 
we can observe. In reality, we actually have the impression which contradicts the Mouze’s observation, 
that is, we often have an impression that people who seems to be just seems to be in unhappiness, and 
people who appeared to be unjust seems to enjoy the happiness (MOUZE 2005, pp. 27-31). 
27 Translation of Emlyn-Jones, Preddy 2013, p. 247. The original text: Οὐκοῦν περί γε ἀνθρώπων 
ὅτι τοιούτους δεῖ λόγους λέγεσθαι, τότε διομολογησόμεθα, ὅταν εὕρωμεν οἷόν ἐστιν δικαιοσύνη 
καὶ ὡς φύσει λυσιτελοῦν τῷ ἔχοντι, ἐάντε δοκῇ ἐάντε μὴ τοιοῦτος εἶναι; (392c1-4). 
28 The relation between justice and happiness is one of the most discussed problems in the Republic. 
In the Devereux’s article, the debates on this question are well presented from the first one between FOS-
TER 1937 and 1938 and MABBOTT 1937 which started the discussion on justice and happiness. The 
debates around the relation between the content of justice and happiness give rise to numerous hypoth-
eses, some of which claim that for Plato, happiness is the consequence of justice while other of which 
claim that they only have a relation so close that the manifestation of one manifests the other. Destrée 
claims that the connection between justice and happiness is assured and linked by the form of goodness 
(ALTMAN 2012; DESTRÉE 2010, p. 252; DEVEREUX 2005). 
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With the distinction of these three kinds of lies, we can see that a hierarchical 
difference exists between the three kinds. Lies about gods are the vilest because 
it consists the kind of lie that disrupts the relations between the pure forms, 
since “god” is identical to the form “goodness.” 
  
 
 
Secondly, lies about the past is about the “good person” or the “bad person” 
who abides by the forms “goodness” or “evil,” and its falsehood derives from 
the disorder in the participation of the different forms, that is why it is about 
the compatibility of the participation of forms. That is, a participant of good-
ness should also participate in the courage. 
 
 
 
And finally, the third kind of lies about men is a lie because the participant 
of the form “justice” is necessary a participant of the form “goodness,” should 
not participate the form “unhappiness.” 
 
 
 
 
These explanatory figures can dangerously simplify the possible relations 
between intelligible forms that I claim to be what Plato wants to demonstrate 
by these examples of lies. However, all of these three examples: “good as the 
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cause of evil”, “hero, who has the courage over death, fear for death”, “good 
man, who is self-sufficient, mourns for the lost” and “unjust man can be happy” 
shows contradictions between the ideas concerned.  
We need to avoid these three kinds of lies not because they cause harm to 
the common good, but because of the confusion they cause in the soul: the 
confusion on knowing the forms and how forms articulate. On the contrary, 
there are some other lies whose falsehood are, according to Socrates, “not en-
tirely pure” and are only “lies in words”. These kinds of lies, in opposition to 
“lies in the soul”, which refer to the three kinds of lies above, tell something 
true by lying. In the next section, I will try to demonstrate the criterion of the 
distinction between “lies in the soul” and “lies in words” as well as in order to 
show that the distinction between useful lies and harmful lies is not established 
on its utility to the community. 
 
“Lies in words” and “lies in the soul” 
Socrates describes “lies in words”29 (τὸ ἐν τοῖς λόγοις [ψεῦδος]) as the 
kind of lie which comes closest to the truth, and therefore this kind of lie is 
useful and does not deserve to be hated: 
 
In the myth we were talking about, because of our not knowing where the truth stands in the 
past, we liken the lie to what is true as much as possible, do we make lie useful in this way30? 
(382c10-d3)  
 
The “lies in words” are not purely false, because the words “imitate the 
affection of the soul, which is later turned into an image”31 (382b9-10). In 
other words, the “lies in words” indicate a kind of impure falsehood which 
contains certain truth. On the other hand, there is another kind of falsehood 
that is purely false in opposition to the “lie in words”. That is what Socrates 
calls the “lie in the soul”, that is, the “true lie” which introduces ignorance to 
the soul. The “true lie” is defined as “lies in the soul” or “falsehood in the 
psyche” by many commentators, in order to show its contrast with “lies in 
                                                 
29 In certain translation, like EMLYN-JONES, PREDDY 2013, p. 215, “lie in words” is translated as 
“falsehood in words”. I have clarified previously that the distinction between falsehood and lie is not 
drawn in Plato’s Republic. 
30 The original text: καὶ ἐν αἷς νυνδὴ ἐλέγομεν ταῖς μυθολογίαις, διὰ τὸ μὴ εἰδέναι ὅπῃ τἀληθὲς 
ἔχει περὶ τῶν παλαιῶν, ἀφομοιοῦντες τῷ ἀληθεῖ τὸ ψεῦδος ὅτι μάλιστα, οὕτω χρήσιμον 
ποιοῦμεν; (382c10-382d3). 
31 My translation. The original text: ἐπεὶ τό γε ἐν τοῖς λόγοις μίμημά τι τοῦ ἐν τῇ ψυχῇ ἐστὶν 
παθήματος καὶ ὕστερον γεγονὸς εἴδωλον, οὐ πάνυ ἄκρατον ψεῦδος. 
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words”32. This contrast between two kinds of lies can only be marked in this 
passage which contains the three terms “true lie”, “ignorance in the soul” and 
“lies in words” all together:  
 
What would be most rightly called a true lie is the ignorance in the soul of the one who has 
been deceived. And the lie in words imitates the affection of the soul, which is later turned into 
an image33. (382b7-c1) 
 
The “true lie” or “lies in the soul” is said to be hated by both gods and men 
(382a5); on the other hand, “lies in words” are the lies which can be useful in 
regard of a particular aim (382c-d3). 
 So Plato does draw a distinction between at least a pure falsehood and an 
impure falsehood. But what is the criterion that allows us to differentiate the 
pure falsehood from the impure one? According to Socrates, the falsehood is 
impure when it “imitates the affection of the soul,” Since human soul can only 
be affected by thinking through intelligible forms, the impure falsehood imi-
tates the thought of forms by producing an image. And then we need to ask: 
what exactly does the discourse imitate to correspond to the reality in order to 
be true, impurely false or truly false? 
All creation of the poet is “three stages removed from reality” 
(τριττὰ ἀπέχοντα τοῦ ὄντος) (599a1), because for Plato, a poem imitates 
the image of the image of the reality. In Book X of the Republic, Socrates 
explains the different degrees of “being real” by distinguishing production of 
                                                 
32 Gill translates this opposition between these two kinds of lies into “falsehood in the psyche” and 
“falsehood in words”, he claims that Plato’s contrast between these two kinds of falsehood corresponds 
to the difference between “believing something which is in fact false” and “deliberate lying” (GILL 1993, 
p. 50). On the other hand, EMLYN-JONES, PREDDY 2013, p. LIX translate these into “falsehood in the 
soul” and “falsehood in words”, and claim that the contrast corresponds to the distinction between the 
falsehood in the reality (falsehood in the soul) and the falsehood in words which can be useful. Demos 
claims that the contrast between “true lie” which, according to him, is characterized by “lie in the soul” 
and “lie in the words” corresponds to the difference between “self-deception” and “deception”. “Lies in 
the words” for Demos is the kind of lie which the liar himself does not believe, in the contrary, “lies in 
the soul” is the kind of lie that liar, not only deceive others, but also himself (DEMOS 1960, pp. 588-589). 
The same contrast between two kinds of lie is translated and interpreted differently by Belfiore, who 
formulate the contrast in the passage of 382 b7-e10 into the opposition between “lies like truth” (lies in 
words) and “lies unlike truth”(true lies), and claims that the distinction between the two lies consists of 
the imitation of the truth (BELFIORE 1985, p. 49). 
33 My translation. The original text: Ἀλλὰ μὴν ὀρθότατά γ’ ἄν, ὃ νυνδὴ ἔλεγον, τοῦτο ὡς 
ἀληθῶς ψεῦδος καλοῖτο, ἡ ἐν τῇ ψυχῇ ἄγνοια ἡ τοῦ ἐψευσμένου· ἐπεὶ τό γε ἐν τοῖς λόγοις 
μίμημά τι τοῦ ἐν τῇ ψυχῇ ἐστὶν παθήματος καὶ ὕστερον γεγονὸς εἴδωλον, οὐ πάνυ ἄκρατον 
ψεῦδος. ἢ οὐχ οὕτω; 
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the craftsman, the painter and finally the poet. The craftsman imitates the real 
thing by fabricating the artefact; hence a bed is less real then the idea of bed, 
as Socrates says:  
 
But if one were to say that the product of the bed-maker, or any other craftsman, is com-
pletely real, it’s probable he would not be telling the truth34. (597a5-7) 
 
Then, there is the creation of painter, which does not imitate the reality but 
the image of reality, so the painting is less real than the products of the crafts-
man, and is thus two stages removed from the reality since it is the “apparent 
object” instead of “real object” that it imitates:   
 
What is the purpose of painting as regards individual objects? Is it to imitate what the real 
object is, or how its appearance looks? Is it the imitation of the apparent or the true? The appar-
ent, he said35. (597e10-598a3) 
 
Finally, there is the creation of the poet, which is said to be “three stages 
removed from reality”, because the poem imitates the images of reality by rep-
resenting them with words, which makes the poem the image of image of real-
ity. Plato criticizes the poet, but he never states that all poems are lies, because 
poems, an imitation of an imitation of reality, can totally imitate the appear-
ance of reality with or without knowing the reality. A good poet, according to 
Socrates, imitates with full knowledge, but since the audience does not neces-
sarily have the knowledge to tell if the imitation is done with or without 
knowledge, all poets have the tendency and the capacity to create imitation 
without knowing the reality. As Socrates argues:  
 
For the good poet, if he aspires to write well about whatever he does write about, must do so, 
they argue, with full knowledge, or he won’t be able to. So we must investigate whether those 
who say this have been deceived in their meetings with such imitators, and when they see their 
works they don’t realize that they’re three stages removed from reality, and easy to create for 
someone who doesn’t know the truth since they make apparent objects, not real ones36… (598e3-
599a3)  
                                                 
34  Translation of EMLYN-JONES, PREDDY 2013. The original text: τελέως δὲ εἶναι ὂν τὸ τοῦ 
κλινουργοῦ ἔργον ἢ ἄλλου τινὸς χειροτέχνου εἴ τις φαίη, κινδυνεύει οὐκ ἂν ἀληθῆ λέγειν; 
35  Translation of EMLYN-JONES, PREDDY 2013. The original text: Τὸν μὲν δὴ μιμητὴν 
ὡμολογήκαμεν. εἰπὲ δέ μοι περὶ τοῦ ζωγράφου τόδε· πότερα ἐκεῖνο αὐτὸ τὸ ἐν τῇ φύσει ἕκαστον 
δοκεῖ σοι ἐπιχειρεῖν μιμεῖσθαι ἢ τὰ τῶν δημιουργῶν ἔργα; 
36  Translation of EMLYN-JONES, PREDDY 2013. The original text: ἀνάγκη γὰρ τὸν ἀγαθὸν 
ποιητήν, εἰ μέλλει περὶ ὧν ἂν ποιῇ καλῶς ποιήσειν, εἰδότα ἄρα ποιεῖν, ἢ μὴ οἷόν τε εἶναι ποιεῖν. 
δεῖ δὴ ἐπισκέψασθαι πότερον μιμηταῖς τούτοις οὗτοι ἐντυχόντες ἐξηπάτηνται καὶ τὰ ἔργα αὐτῶν 
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So the highest reality for Plato is the intelligible forms; then there are beings 
in the sensible world which participate in forms, and after that there are image 
of beings which participate in forms, image of their images, and so on. If the 
imitation of the discourse respects all the measure of its model, it is what Plato 
later describes in the Sophist as a “copy37 of reality”. Since it is a copy of reality, 
it is a falsehood that tells something true about reality. Meanwhile, discourses 
that project images but do not respect the measure of its model and distort the 
images are false because they tell nothing true by projecting illusions (phanta-
sia)38 of reality.  
It is the resemblance between the imitation produced by the discourse and 
the reality that the discourse imitates that determine whether the discourse tells 
the whole truth, something partially true or nothing true. Nevertheless, the re-
ality is not only the sum of elements, or in Plato’s sense, the sum of each indi-
vidual forms, but also the relations which articulate forms into one reality. 
 
The articulation of forms and the order of thought 
The relations shared by the forms (as the relation shared by the kinds) ar-
ticulate the forms into a certain stable structure as Francis Macdonald Corn-
ford describes39. Hence, according to Plato in the Sophist, forms and every 
being must be determined both by their own natures since they share “same-
ness” (τὸ ταὐτὸν) with themselves, by the relations they share with other and 
by “difference” (θάτερον)40 that distinguishes them from one another. Some 
                                                 
ὁρῶντες οὐκ αἰσθάνονται τριττὰ ἀπέχοντα τοῦ ὄντος καὶ ῥᾴδια ποιεῖν μὴ εἰδότι τὴν ἀλήθειαν - 
φαντάσματα γὰρ ἀλλ’ οὐκ ὄντα ποιοῦσιν. 
37 In the Sophist, Plato distinguishes two forms of image: copy (eikon) and illusion (phantasia) in 
264c: Διειλόμεθα τῆς εἰδωλοποιικῆς εἴδη δύο, τὴν μὲν εἰκαστικήν, τὴν δὲ φανταστικήν.  
38 The word “phantasia” is translated differently according to different commentators, but what is 
important is the difference between “phantasia” and “phantasma” since both terms indicates “what ap-
pears to be”. Teisserenc translates “phantasia” as “illusion” in order to distinguish from “the simple 
appearance” which, according to him, aims to correct the distortion of the image due to the distanced 
vision (TEISSERENC 2010, p. 98). On the other hand, Crivelli translates “phantasia” as “appearance,” in 
opposition to “apparition,” his translation of phantasma. According to Crivelli, the distinction between 
“phantasia” and “phantasma” consists of the distinction of mental state and external things. Since 
“phantasia” for him is a perceptual belief, it can be a false representation of the external thing (CRIVELLI 
2012, p. 260).  
39 Cornford interprets the division and assembly of forms as “the structure of the world of forms” 
and argues that the science of dialectic aims to seize this structure of the world of forms (CORNFORD 
1935, pp. 268-272). 
40 Translated by ROWE 2015, ad 255c. 
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forms communicate while others do not, and this is how we define a being: by 
what it communicates and does not communicate with41. For example, Justice 
and Happiness are two beings (all forms are beings, so justice and happiness 
are also beings) in communication because they both communicate with the 
“goodness”, that is, they share a sameness in relation to goodness, but they are 
also in non-communication since by definition Justice is not identical to Hap-
piness. 
This structure of forms is presented as an order in the thought, which de-
cides whether our thoughts represented by discourse are true when the order is 
perfectly respected, or false when the discourse disrupts the order of thought 
and puts non-communicating forms together. This is the reason why the heroic 
story concerning the past is a lie, because the kind we constructed to determine 
what a hero is only communicates with “goodness” in the realm of the kind, 
by which it shares a relation with the kind “courage,” while it shares no com-
munication with “fear” for example. This is an extremely simplified example 
to analyze the dialectical relations between hero, courage and goodness, but 
Plato tries to manifest the distinction and to avoid associating justice with un-
happiness or hero with fear in children’s mind. Of course we can easily imagine 
a hero feeling fearful, but the point is: “hero”, a kind that we can distinguish 
in order to refer to certain characteristics, is not a person, and a person is not 
just a “hero” since his or her being features multiple aspects.  
When our capacity of intelligence has not fully developed to see things in 
their compound, we tend to understand them with simple labels: men, women, 
teacher, good person, bad person, etc. Since the whole discussion on lies in 
Book II and III of the Republic is placed in a context of the education for the 
children, we can see how Plato wishes to avoid the confusion brought about 
by the connection between forms because this kind of confusion destroys the 
structure that allows us to comprehend the world and to have true judgement 
in the first place and in addition to constitute or even reinsure this structure of 
thought. If educators do not make sense of the complexity, nor is the auditor 
capable of distinguishing, then these stories are what Plato call “lie in the 
                                                 
41 The thesis of communication between forms gives later an explanation to the participation of kinds, 
and makes it clear that some kinds cannot participate some other kinds. Hence, if we associate kinds 
which do not communicate between them in a statement, the statement says necessarily something false. 
Dixsaut and Ambul propose that the participation of the kind “sameness” and “difference” is the inter-
mediary thesis which allows us to solve the aporia caused by the theses of Heraclitus and the Parmenidean 
thesis in the Sophist (DIXSAUT 1991; DIXSAUT 2000, pp. 267-268; AMBUEL 2013). 
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soul”42 because it puts contradiction in our thoughts (good is bad, hero is fear-
ful, injustice makes happiness). These lies about gods, heroes and men are not 
judged to be lies because of their potential to harm. On the contrary, they are 
lies because their falsehood is even more fundamental since it involves, even 
attacks the order of the thought, which is the condition to establish the criterion 
to distinguish truth/falsehood. 
Since the nature of every form is constant, so are the relations between them. 
Our thoughts, which reach out for reality, must respect these relations between 
forms in the organization of elements in our thought. The constant relations 
that articulate forms become the “order of thought” which articulate the ele-
ments in our thought in order to produce comprehensible content. The order 
of thought is not a normative order that obliges us to follow when we think; it 
rather structures our thought in the same way the reality is structured. That is 
why Plato insists on the fact that a “copy of intelligible reality”, which is the 
best that human intelligence can have, is the imitation which respects the pro-
portion43. For example, when someone says that something is a model of a 
house, it doesn’t mean that it is identical to the house itself. The model 
sometime doesn’t even have the same color, and certainly not the same weight, 
but as a model, it means one thing: the relations between elements are respected. 
A model is always false for Plato in the sense that it is not the original, but a 
                                                 
42 The opposition between “lie in words” and “lie in the soul” allows us to remark the fact that there 
are at least two different falsehoods, and one of them is less “false” than the other. The “lie in the soul” 
is described as “deception in the soul about reality” (382b), but there exist different interpretations on 
the “lie in the soul”. Demos claims that the “lie in the soul” is the kind of lie that one uses to “persuade 
himself to believe what he knows is not so”, that is, a self-deception. And since a self-deception requires 
beliefs of something and its negation, the “lies in the soul” introduce a contradiction in our soul (DEMOS 
1960, p. 588). But for Gill, the “lie in the soul” is not necessary a self-deception, but one that introduces 
ignorance and concerns the most important thing, for example, gods (GILL 1993, p. 47). Defining the 
“lie in the soul” as self-deception does not explain why we believe something we believe is not what we 
believe. And if it is as Gill says, the importance of the object of the discourse determines whether this 
discourse is a lie in the soul or not, there can only be one kind of lie in the soul: the lie about gods. In the 
following part of my article, I will try to demonstrate why I disagree with these two interpretations on 
“lie in the soul”. 
43 In the Sophist, Plato also discusses imitation and makes a comparison between the imitation of an 
artefact and the imitation of the discourse: “I see the likeness-making art as one part of imitation. This is 
met with, as a rule, whenever anyone produces the imitation by following the proportions of the original 
in length, breadth, and depth, and giving, besides, the appropriate colors to each part” (235d7-235e2, 
translated by FOWLER 1921). The original text: μίαν μὲν τὴν εἰκαστικὴν ὁρῶν ἐν αὐτῇ τέχνην. ἔστι 
δ᾽ αὕτη μάλισταὁπόταν κατὰ τὰς τοῦ παραδείγματος συμμετρίας τις ἐν μήκει καὶπλάτει καὶ 
βάθει, καὶ πρὸς τούτοις ἔτι χρώματα ἀποδιδοὺς τὰ προσήκοντα ἑκάστοις, τὴντοῦ μιμήματος 
γένεσιν ἀπεργάζηται. 
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model turns into a lie when the proportion is modified or even distorted. We 
can therefore remark that there is indeed a difference in the falsehood of lies 
about gods, lies about heroes and men and the falsehood of “lies in words”, 
but it is not the difference of types of falsehood, but the difference of degrees 
according to its level of distortion of the structure of forms, and hence the level 
of violation of the order of thought.        
 
The degrees of falsehood 
According to what Socrates discusses in the Republic, there can be false 
speech that “contains something true”44 (377a5). Meanwhile, there is a kind 
of lie called the “true lie” or later “lies in the soul” that manifests a falsehood 
in its superlative sense. That is to say, for Plato, some false discourses can be 
true in a certain sense while other false discourses are “truly false” and hence 
have nothing to do with truth. Although Plato never proposes the degrees of 
falsehood, the intention to show that there is a difference in the falsehood can 
be marked by his distinction between “lies in words” and “lies in the soul”, and 
the description on «likening the false to the true as much as possible»45. If Plato 
does think that there is a difference in the falsehood, then of what exactly does 
this difference consist which allows us to distinguish the “lies in words” from 
“lies in the soul” or the “lies like truth” from “lies unlike truth”? I propose the 
hypothesis as follows: Plato holds the idea of truth/falsehood which has differ-
ent degrees, and three degrees of falsehood can be marked out in reference to 
its deviation from “reality”, or more precisely, from the structure of forms. 
True discourse tells things as they are; false discourse tells things different 
from what they are46. Plato doesn’t affirm this explicit definition until the 
Sophist. Instead of claiming the existence of two senses of falsehood and con-
sequently two criteria of truth/falsehood, I insist that there exists only one cri-
terion of truth/falsehood in Plato’s thought, particularly in the Republic, 
which is the correspondence between the discourse and reality.  
                                                 
44 My translation. The original text: τὸ ὅλον εἰπεῖν ψεῦδος, ἔνι δὲ καὶ ἀληθῆ (377a5-6). 
45 Belfiore’s translation. The original text: ἀφομοιοῦντες τῷ ἀληθεῖ τὸ ψεῦδος ὅτι μάλιστα. Bel-
fiore argues that in Plato’s Republic, this phrase is very similar to what Hesiod wrote in Theogony on 
the “lies like truth,” and claims that the poets for Plato are those who create only the “lies unlike truth” 
(BELFIORE 1985). 
46 This definition is found in the Sophist 263b: «The true one says thins as they are to be about you. 
The false one says things different from what they are» (My translation of Λέγει δὲ αὐτῶν ὁ μὲν ἀληθὴς 
τὰ ὄντα ὡς ἔστιν περὶ σοῦ. Ὁ δὲ δὴ ψευδὴς ἕτερα τῶν ὄντων).   
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According to the same criterion of truth/falsehood, we differentiate at least 
two degrees of truth/falsehood corresponding to different degrees of reality. 
The distinction made in Republic between “lie in words” and “lie in the soul” 
already indicates two degrees of falsehood by confirming that “lie in words” 
tells both what is and what is not about reality, and that “lie in the soul” intro-
duces only confusion and ignorance about what reality is. In other words, “lie 
in words” tells something false but also something true, because this kind of lie 
imitate the affection that soul can receive and create a virtual reality by re-
specting the order of forms. So, even if “lies in words” are still false, but this 
kind of lie does not compromise the order of forms which allows us to judge 
correctly. On the contrary, “lie in the soul” tells only what is false, because by 
compromising the order between forms, it compromise at the same time what 
allows us to make correct judgement, hence, we “possess and conserve the fal-
sity”47 (382b4) as Plato says. 
Since Plato conceives reality in its different degrees, the correspondence to 
the different degrees of reality makes different degrees of truth/falsehood pos-
sible. Plato proclaims that the realm articulated by intelligible forms is the true 
reality, and this reality is constant and the source of our knowledge. And then, 
there are beings that participate in forms in the sensible yet volatile reality, 
which in this sense is less real than the first one. A false discourse tells something 
that the reality is not no matter it concerns the intelligible reality of forms or 
the sensible reality. But since the intelligible reality of forms is more real than 
the sensible reality, a discourse which respects the structure of forms but con-
tains imaginary or unverifiable elements still tells something true about reality. 
The myth, certain poems, and the noble lie are considered to belong in this 
category, because they fabricate something in order to tell something true 
about intelligible reality which is articulated by forms. In the case of noble lie, 
there must be a noble truth that the noble lie reveals in order to be noble by 
saying:  
 
Now all of you who are in the city are brothers, but during the creation the god mixed gold 
in the production of those of you who are competent to govern, for which reason they are worthy 
                                                 
47 The original text καὶ κεκτῆσθαι τὸ ψεῦδος πάντες ἥκιστα ἂν δέξαιντο (382b4) here refers to 
the passage where Plato explains the consequence of having the “lie in the soul”: not only are we ex-
empted from the truth, but also we conserve the falsity. What I try to argue in this article is that the only 
possibility for someone to conserve the falsity is the situation in which what the judgement relies on is 
compromised. In this situation, every time one produces a judgement, he or she is false because what is 
used for judging remains false.  
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of the greatest respect, and he put silver into those who are auxiliaries, iron and bronze in farmers 
and other artisans48. (415a1-6) 
 
The noble lie insists on two things: 1) all citizens share the same root and 2) 
the difference which separates us organizes us into one community with orders. 
The sameness that the participants share as a whole and the difference which 
makes multiplicity possible are the condition of possibility of the community. 
Therefore, the noble lie becomes a lie in the sense that it tells a story of the birth 
of the community which is not only a fiction, but is told as if it was a true story. 
Nonetheless, it reveals one fundamental truth, which allows not just an ideal 
community, but all communities that endure through the ages to be “gener-
ated”49. 
On the other hand, when a discourse disrupts the order of thought by ig-
noring the articulation of forms, it tells nothing true and introduces only igno-
rance even if the elements in the discourse refers to names of real beings. This 
kind of discourse is what Plato calls “true lies,” which are “lies in the soul” 
because not only does it not tell what is true, but also forbids us from knowing 
the intelligible reality. The three kinds of lies of poet mentioned above: lies 
about gods, lies about the past and lies about men, belong to this kind of false-
hood.  
So the lies mentioned in the Republic can be distinguished into two groups 
according to their degree of falsehood:  
 
- First degree of falsehood: the fiction50, which contains imaginary elements in the discourse 
but respects the order of thought. 
                                                 
48 Translation by EMLYN-JONES, PREDDY 2013. The original text: ἐστὲ μὲν γὰρ δὴ πάντες οἱ ἐν τῇ 
πόλει ἀδελφοί, ὡς φήσομεν πρὸς αὐτοὺς μυθολογοῦντες, ἀλλ’ ὁ θεὸς πλάττων, ὅσοι μὲν ὑμῶν 
ἱκανοὶ ἄρχειν, χρυσὸν ἐν τῇ γενέσει συνέμειξεν αὐτοῖς, διὸ τιμιώτατοί εἰσιν· ὅσοι δ’ ἐπίκουροι, 
ἄργυρον· σίδηρον δὲ καὶ χαλκὸν τοῖς τε γεωργοῖς καὶ τοῖς ἄλλοις δημιουργοῖς (415a1-6).  
49 Carmola analyse the term that Plato chose to say “noble lie” (gennaion pseudos) as a “well-born 
lie”, because the word “gennaion” denote the sense of the root that generates things. I agree that the 
choice of the term “gennaion” relates the noble lie to the question of generation or the birth of something, 
but I disagree with Carmola’s point of view, which interprets the question of noble lie as a question of 
the role familial background plays in politics (CARMOLA 2003, p. 40). 
50 Christopher Gill criticizes that certain authors translate the word “pseudos” into “fiction” in the 
passage where Socrates mentions stories about the distant past and the myth about which we do not 
know the truth. He claims that myths and stories about distant past are still false, and that we confound 
the problem by interpreting falsehood as fiction. But Gill also claims that the myth is a kind of falsehood 
that is “false in the form which they are presented, though ones which are made, presumably, “as like 
the true as possible” (382d). I use the word “fiction” here to indicate both myth and noble lie, which is 
a different kind of myth that the one who composes it wants to mask it factual form, and the word 
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- Second degree of falsehood: the true lie, which implies a distortion in the order of thought, 
even if the elements mentioned in the discourse correspond to “real” personage or object in the 
sensible reality.  
 
The falsehood can be useful not because it can persuade or it can consoli-
date the community, but because it can manifest truth in an expedient way. 
Some lies are true lies not because of the harm it can cause, but the total ab-
sence of truth and the presence of ignorance which consist of the distortion of 
the structure that forms articulate. Since the articulation of forms is the fun-
damental condition of possibility to create, understand and acquire knowledge 
and conception of truth, its distortion renders impossible the distinction be-
tween true and false, good and bad and so on. The distinction of the degrees 
of falsehood helps us understand better Plato’s conception on truth/falsehood, 
and also his usage of metaphor, myths, poems and even the choice of dialogue 
as his form of writing. In certain circumstances, what reality is could be out of 
reach for human comprehension, or at least for most people to comprehend. 
And metaphor, myth or all false discourses of the first degree, with proper us-
age, can help us extend our comprehension of reality.  
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